Curbing Tehran’s Nuclear Ambitions
Misreading the Mullahs

by Aaron Menenberg

For decades now, Western governments have been seeking to contain Iranian nuclear ambitions through a standard stick-and-carrot policy combining incentives for reforms with financial sanctions for retrenchments. This approach has failed primarily because it lacks appreciation of Iranian history and Islamic values as well as the extent of the regime’s religious convictions and its attendant goals. Yet as Tehran experiences a slow but significant weakening of its governing blocs with many young Iranians free of the virulent anti-U.S. sentiments that fed the Islamic Revolution,1 positive gains can be made if the Western capitals properly understand and act upon the Iranian reality.
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The Iranian revolution is not exclusively that of Iran because Islam does not belong to any particular people … We will export our revolution throughout the world because it is an Islamic revolution. The struggle will continue until the calls “there is no god but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah” are echoed all over the world.3

This perspective remains a core belief of the Iranian leadership.4 For Khamene’i, the revolution was about the restoration of the Islamic faith
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to the center of society’s political, social, and religious life. Likewise, many within the current regime believe that the achievement of the goal of an umma (Islamic nation) on a global scale would be greatly facilitated by the attainment of nuclear weapons, which in turn makes the pursuit of these weapons too enticing to concede.

To disguise Iranian nuclear ambitions, Khamene’i has argued that Islam prohibits the production of weapons that could kill innocent civilians. In reality, this prohibition has not ended Tehran’s nuclear drive, a substantial part of which was made under Khamene’i’s watch. The religious establishment has always found sufficient rationalizations to support such efforts.

By contrast, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has openly stated that the arrival of the Hidden Imam, a messianic figure for Shiites, could be accelerated by global chaos and violence. Talking to European diplomats, he asked, “Do you know why we should wish for chaos at any price?” to which he answered, “because after chaos, we can see the greatness of Allah.”

It would be wrong, however, to imply that the president and Khamene’i see eye to eye on the religious justification for Iran’s nuclear program or its broader foreign policy goals. Ahmadinejad is a well-established believer in the idea that mankind can (and should) accelerate the return of the Hidden Imam while Khamene’i does not agree that Muslims should work for the Imam’s return though he does believe that the return is extremely desirable. Nor, for that matter, did Ayatollah Khomeini, the revolution’s mastermind and leader, believe in expediting this messianic eventuality. That the current Iranian president is a diehard messianic is in fact a departure from the revolution’s more down-to-earth Islamic imperialism.

When Khamene’i was brought into the role of the supreme leader, many within the religious establishment had reservations due to his limited religious credentials, his main forte being his extensive political experience. Prior to his elevation, Khamene’i cofounded the Islamic Republic Party and held numerous political and security positions, including deputy minister of defense; acting commander in chief of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps; member of the Majlis (parliament); head of the Council of Cultural Revolution; and state president. This presented a challenge to the revolution’s religious ideals, in part because the Islamic Republic was not fully grounded in the infallibility of Islam, as is commonly assumed, but rather in the adoption and practice of Islam as it meshed with the regime’s socioeconomic practices. Although Khomeini’s theory of the rule of the jurist (velayate faqih), concentrating all spiritual and temporal power in his hands, was largely compatible with Islam’s millenarian history, it was not so much designed to implement Islamic law as to give the supreme leader the authority to refine or overrule it. Khamene’i’s political background has thus been useful in sustaining Khomeini’s legacy, allowing the regime to pursue its political interests through its authority to judge and selectively apply Islamic law.

As Ahmadinejad has increasingly politicized the religious component of the regime, Khamene’i has remained truer to its purity, creating a growing divergence between the two. In the unrest attending Ahmadinejad’s 2009 electoral victory, the president and his supporters sensed an opportunity to wrest some powers from the supreme leader and the religious establishment, whose unpopularity and challenged authority made them vulnerable.

For his part, Khamene’i promoted those who supported his overall agenda, rewarding them

---


with money and positions of power and surrounding himself with conservative mullahs articulating “active presence of people believing in religion and the values of the Islamic Revolution” to maintain the status quo. Yet as Iranians increasingly voiced the demand for constitutional and governmental change, Ahmadinejad played the populist card by feigning a more secular approach. His chief of staff, Esfandiar Rahim-Mashaei, articulated the vision:

An Islamic government is not capable of running a vast and populous country like Iran. Running a country is like a horse race, but the problem is that these people [the clergy] are not horse racers.

Ahmadinejad also picked several legislative and judicial fights with the clerics, challenging their prohibition of women in cabinet posts and also appointing some women to senior administrative posts, including provincial governorships. In January 2010, Science Minister Kamran Daneshjou inaugurated an international conference for women in the sciences in Tehran. Ahmadinejad’s wife delivered a speech in which she touted women, knowledge, and science as “cornerstones of Allah’s creation.”

Moreover, the president included only one cleric in his post-2009 government, as opposed to the three clerics serving as ministers during his first tenure. Ahmadinejad’s cultural advisor, Javad Shamghadari, has likewise recommended that the hijab (head covering) should not be mandatory while Daneshjou encouraged people to observe a moment of silence at funerals instead of the traditional reciting of the first chapter of the Qur’an.

Between Ahmadinejad’s stacking of the government with those sympathetic to his goals and his dismissive attitude toward the theocrats, judges, and legislators, the president and his protégés have successfully attempted to take advantage of the religious hardliners’ unpopularity to tilt the balance of power in their favor. In this sense, religion is shifting away from the center of the domestic narrative. In time, this may help produce a less Islamist government. Nevertheless, foreign and nuclear policy is formed by the supreme leader and clerics, and among Iranian diplomats and negotiators, religion still plays a critical role that must be taken into account.

For much of its history, Iran enjoyed imperial prowess, stretching at its height over some eight...
million square kilometers. The first great empire was founded in the sixth century BCE by Cyrus the Great, who went on to subdue the proud empire of Babylon; and as late as October 1970, the last reigning monarch, Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi (r. 1941-79), chose to celebrate his fiftieth birthday on the 2,500th anniversary of this empire, vowing allegiance to its imperial legacy in front of his worldwide assembly of guests:

To you Cyrus, Great King, King of Kings, from myself, Shahanshah of Iran, and from my people, hail! ... We are here at this moment when Iran renews its pledge to history to bear witness to the immense gratitude of an entire people to you, immortal hero of history, founder of the world’s oldest empire, great liberator of all time, worthy son of mankind.12

The shah’s overthrow and the rise of the Islamic Republic did not eliminate the widespread pining for grandeur and influence, which still permeates the narrative of many Iranians and has been made more acute by the country’s steady decline over the past few centuries.

The impact of this perception cannot be overstated. Iranians look at the painful record of military and diplomatic defeats and humiliation and see a great civilization brought down by colonial powers that have cheated it of its ability to regain its pre-modern exploits. Small wonder that Iranian negotiators consider themselves the aggrieved party at the negotiating table, a sentiment that often results in bombastic and overly-aggressive behavior and rhetoric (by Western standards) that make compromise exceedingly difficult.

The deception practiced by the Iranian regime is grounded in the revolution’s religious doctrine.


THE MODERATE MIRAGE

During and after the Islamic Revolution, the international community put faith in the idea of Iranian moderation against all available evidence to the contrary. From William H. Sullivan, U.S. ambassador to Tehran at the time of the revolution, who expected Khomeini to assume a “Ghandi-like role,”13 to the 2003 assertion of European Union foreign policy chief, Javier Solana, that the Iranians “have been honest” in discussing their nuclear project,14 to Barack Obama’s proposed “engagement that is honest and grounded in mutual respect,”15 the international community has long deluded itself into a belief in Iranian moderation. In the words of Reza Kahlili, pseudonym for a double Hezbollah-CIA agent:

President Obama needs to realize that the Iranian leaders’ animosity toward the U.S. and the West has nothing to do with who the president of the United States is … the biggest misconceptions the West [has] about Iran is that it is possible to negotiate with the Iranian leadership, that there might be other players in power who could change the direction of Iran’s policies, and that moderates might one day succeed in changing the regime’s behavior.16

Bernard Lewis attributes the dichotomy between Iranian moderates and extremists to Western political notions:

A familiar feature of revolutions, such as the French and the Russian, is tension, often conflict … Certainly there has been no lack of such tensions and conflicts between rival groups, factions, and tendencies within the [Iranian] revolutionary camp. The distinction between moderates and extremists is, however, one derived from Western history, and may be

somewhat misleading when allied to the Islamic revolution in Iran.

He continues,

A more accurate description … would present the conflict as one between pragmatists and ideologues. The latter are those who insist … on maintaining the pure doctrine of the revolution … The former are those who, when they have gained power … find it necessary to make compromises.17

Yet even the likelihood of finding those pragmatists (not to be misconstrued for moderates) is unfortunately very low. There is no formal mechanism in the Iranian system for reaching a compromise between different political stakeholders, which in turn makes a bargain between the various factions virtually impossible.18

Further complicating the advent of moderation is the deception commonly practiced by the Iranian regime, grounded in the revolution’s religious doctrine. Among its foremost stipulations are the concepts of khod’eh and taqiyya, religiously sanctioned practices of deception, which have been in heavy rotation among Iran’s government and religious establishments and are found at its very core. Thus, for example, while in exile in Paris, Khomeini promised that no clergy would hold office when the revolution won power. Back in Iran and empowered by his victory, he concentrated all power in his hands in his capacity as the republic’s supreme authority. When challenged on his broken promises, he invoked the concept of taqiyya.19

“When we were in negotiations with the Europeans in Tehran, we were installing equipment in parts of the facility in Isfahan,” Hassan Rowhani, Iran’s chief nuclear negotiator from 2003 to 2005, candidly admitted. “The day we started the [negotiating] process, there was no such thing as the Isfahan [nuclear] project.”20

While Rowhani was distracting the European negotiators, the Iranians moved from having no uranium-converting capability to building a conversion plant, producing during this period enough yellow cake for five atomic bombs.21

The spokesman of the supposedly moderate president, Mohammed Khatami, was quoted as

---

saying, “We had an overt policy, which was one of negotiation and confidence building, and covert policy, which was a continuation of the activities.”

True, the reality of political and religious Iran is too complicated to be exclusively explained by taqiyya and khod’eh; yet, as demonstrated by Khomeini’s comment, these millenarian Islamic practices continue to play an important, if not the leading, role in Tehran’s overall strategy and must be taken into account.

On July 10, 2009, leaders at the Group of Eight summit in Italy gave Tehran a two-month deadline to begin negotiations over its nuclear program. On October 1, representatives of the five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council, as well as Germany, met Iranian representatives in Geneva and outlined a three-point agreement, which was to be accepted by Tehran by December 31, 2009. Yet no sooner had the ink dried on the document than the Iranian government announced the postponement of an impending U.N. inspection of the Qom facility by two weeks, a move widely seen as a ploy to buy time for hiding evidence of nuclear activities. The Iranians then waited until the expiry of the deadline to present a counterproposal: Instead of shipping the low enriched uranium (LEU) abroad in a single batch, the Iranians would send it in stages and replenish the dispatched materials with LEU purchased abroad. This would allow Tehran to keep its LEU stockpile, the activity that motivated the international concern and negotiations in the first place.

To break the deadlock, Obama came up with a compromise: sending Iranian LEU to Turkey for temporary safekeeping. Tehran ignored the offer, stating that it would only exchange LEU for nuclear fuel on Iranian territory. In defiance of an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) censure, the mullahs announced their intention to build ten new enrichment plants and reasserted their determination to begin enriching LEU. And as if to add insult to injury, a day before the Geneva deadline, Tehran gave the West one month to accept its counterproposals or be confronted with full scale production of high enriched uranium.

The clerics, however, did not await the expiry of their own ultimatum to reject the Geneva principles altogether. Soon thereafter, Tehran
moved 94 percent of its LEU to the Natanz enrichment plant and began spinning it in centrifuges. On March 17, 2010, Iran’s atomic chief and vice president, Ali Akbar Salehi, tabled another proposal: Tehran would hand over 1,200 kilograms of LEU only after it received 19.8 percent enriched uranium and only if the transfer took place on Iranian soil.24 With the specter of U.N. sanctions looming large, Tehran signed a deal with Turkey and Brazil, not dissimilar to the Geneva agreement, only to threaten to annul the deal if the sanctions passed. Once this happened, Tehran threatened to revise its ties to the IAEA, postpone nuclear talks with the West, and retaliate for any inspection of its ships.25 Despite Obama’s “open hand” outreach—a departure from George W. Bush’s implied clenched fist—Tehran has not demonstrated any serious intention to reach a negotiated agreement. Nor, it seems, has it been deterred by the West’s sanctions attempts.

According to Gary Sick, the National Security Council’s Iran expert, during the 1979 Iranian hostage crisis, the “fatal flaw of U.S. policy” was Washington’s belief in its ability to bring sufficient pressure on Tehran to release the hostages, which incubated from “the tendency to underestimate Khomeini’s willingness and ability to absorb external economic and political punishment in the pursuit of his revolutionary objectives.”26 This belief seems to exist today in large parts of the international community, which are convinced that, notwithstanding its defiant rhetoric and political and economic attempts to circumvent the sanctions, for instance by setting up foreign banking operations and weapons factories in Venezuela27 and possibly in Sudan,28 Tehran lacks the will and stamina to absorb international punishment.

Rejecting the idea that Tehran will comply with Washington’s demands in order to avoid sanctions, Ahmadinejad retorted, “Your incentives are definitely not more valuable than nuclear technology … How dare you tell our people to give up gold in return for chocolate?”29 That he associated nuclear technology with gold and economic incentives with chocolate provides an insightful glimpse into the psyche of the Iranian leadership and the priority it gives its nuclear program. The belief that economic concerns can be used to influence Tehran thus misses this wider motivation.

It is also crucial to understand that the 1979 revolution was based on ideas—ideas that were and still largely are unrealized in the public realm—rather than actions. These ideas underpin the regime’s ideology, motivation, goals, actions, and sense of purpose. During the nuclear negotiations, the Iranians have been asked to compromise at a time when compromise itself would constitute failure. This would be a virtually impossible demand for any political actor, not least one that has repeatedly expressed readiness to die for the sake of avoiding such failure and has impudently crossed numerous red lines set by the international community.

“We do not worship Iran, we worship Allah,” Ayatollah Khomeini responded to the Iraqi invasion in September 1980. “For patriotism is another name for paganism. I say let this land burn. I say let this land go up in smoke, provided Islam remains triumphant in the rest of the world.”30 Echoing this mindset, Ahmadinejad wrote to President Bush:

---

24 Ibid.
26 Sick, All Fall Down, p. 242.
Those with insight can already hear the sounds of the shattering and fall of the ideology and thoughts of the liberal democratic system … We increasingly see the people around the world are flocking towards a main focal point—that is the Almighty God.31

PERSISTENT WESTERN MISPERCEPTIONS

There is an irreconcilable gap between the West’s and Tehran’s nuclear positions: The former wants a non-nuclear Iran; the latter is determined to be a nuclear power. As the mullahs see it, those who oppose their ideology and attendant policy goals are driven by inequitable, selfish, and immoral motives and have no business asking the Islamic Republic to compromise its ideological precepts.

To this must be added the historical legacy of weaknesses, which has led Iranians to view negotiations as a means of survival and to entrench in non-conciliatory positions. From the mid-eighteenth century to the Azerbaijan crisis of 1945-47 when the Iranians prevented the Soviets from stationing large numbers of troops on their territory, Iran was in a steady process of decline, powerless to preserve its territorial integrity and subjected to periodic foreign encroachments and occupations. Furthermore, Iranians often found their sovereignty compromised by internal divisions and political failures originating in powerful foreign influences, as in the constitutional movement of 1906-11, the role of the foreign powers in the reforms of the Pahlavi shahs, and the U.S.-sponsored overthrow of Prime Minister Mohammed Mosaddegh in the early 1950s.

With this legacy narrating its political twentieth-century experience, the revolution was supposed to catapult Iran to the top of the regional, and eventually global, power pyramid. Thirty-two years later, the regime is finding its position as a rising regional player limited by the challenges it is facing from both domestic and international forces. Domestically, the religious authority with which the supreme leader and the religious bodies rule is facing unprecedented criticism while the current government was formed following dubious elections that led to massive and ongoing public protest. Internationally, Iran has inspired great suspicion and outright distrust and animosity throughout the Arabic-speaking world that, combined with Western and Israeli concerns, has brought together an unusual alliance against it. In this context, the nuclear ambitions, religious fanaticism, and heavy-handedness of the current regime should also be seen as an attempt to revive the passion of the revolution, which its leaders perceived to have disintegrated across large swaths of Iranian society.

Against this backdrop, the Iranians have approached the nuclear talks as a means to achieve their nuclear ambitions, viewed as indispensable to Iran’s role as the preeminent Islamic power. Supporting this idea, former Iranian deputy foreign minister Mohammed Javad Larijani has said that “diplomacy must be used to lessen pressure on Iran for its nuclear program … [it is] a tool for allowing us to attain our goals.”32

While Western societies view the concepts of negotiations and compromise as portals to peace and stability, the Iranian perspective is fundamentally different. In Khamene’i’s own words, “Rights cannot be achieved by entreaty. If you supplicate, withdraw, and show flexibility, arrogant [i.e., Western] powers will make their threat more serious.”33 Still the West believes that it can goad Tehran into flexibility.

One of the Iranian regime’s other priorities is its survival, which it secures through suppressing dissidents, shielding Iranian society from the outside world, consolidating power, and adopting independent and aggressive positions internationally. Viewed from this vantage point, rapprochement with the West constitutes a potential challenge to the regime’s survival. Despite this, the West still believes that it can succeed by offering rapprochement.

Khamene’i stated,

“...cutting ties with America is among our basic policies. However, we have never said that the relations will remain severed forever ... the conditions of the American government are such that any relations would prove harmful on the nation and thereby we are not pursuing them ... Undoubtedly, the day the relations with America prove beneficial for the Iranian nation I will be the first one to approve of that.”

Cutting ties with America is among our basic policies. However, we have never said that the relations will remain severed forever ... the conditions of the American government are such that any relations would prove harmful on the nation and thereby we are not pursuing them ... Undoubtedly, the day the relations with America prove beneficial for the Iranian nation I will be the first one to approve of that.34

However, taken in the context of his speeches and policies, the message is not one of moderation but entrenchment. While some have offered this quote as evidence of moderation, a more probable interpretation is that Khamene’i simply believes once Tehran gets what it wants, the two countries’ positions will be better attuned and their relations will consequently improve. While it is true that the Iranian regime craves the legitimacy attending renewed relations with Washington, experience shows that Tehran has thus far been highly adept in engaging the U.S. government while simultaneously showing it the back of its hand, thus winning the perception game. This may allow the Iranian regime to achieve the goal of recognition without having to pay for it.35

Furthermore, although Khamene’i has repeatedly spoken about the importance of Iran’s scientific and technological pursuits for national sovereignty, and while one of the revolution’s main criticisms of the shah was his reliance on foreign countries for labor and expertise in these fields, the West seems to believe against all available evidence that Tehran will outsource its nuclear science and technology.

Nor have Western leaders taken the supreme leader’s dismissive view of the sanctions at face value. For one thing, Khamene’i has argued that not only are sanctions “not going to have any adverse effect on our country and nation,” but they will actually help Iranians be-

34 Khamene’i’s address to students in Yazd, Jan. 3, 2008, cited in Sajjadpour, Reading Khamene’i, p. 17.

35 For additional analysis, see Michael Singh, “Changing Iranian Behavior: Lessons from the Bush Years,” in Clawson, Engaging Iran.
come more self-sufficient by forcing them to stand on their own feet. For another, he claimed that even in the unlikely event that sanctions would have an adverse effect, this would be a cost worth paying. In his words:

In order to attain independence and achieve national sovereignty and honor, any nation will have to pay a price. But nations should incur such expenses … they should be hopeful of the valuable results of their endeavors, despite all the attempts that are being made … to undermine their hopes and aspirations.

CONCLUSIONS

Western engagement policy in general and the Obama administration’s outreach in particular have failed because of their fundamental misperception of the Iranian religious and historical narratives, as well as Tehran’s attitudes, goals, and strategic priorities. For the Islamic Republic regime, nuclear weapons are not a bargaining chip but the ultimate means for achieving its hegemonic ambitions abroad and securing its indefinite grip on power at home.

This is not to say that there are no ways to deter Tehran, but these will require a fundamental revision of Western working assumptions and negotiating strategy, with engagement giving way to a more aggressive approach. Specifically, the West should:

- Curb its enthusiasm and flexibility in dealing with Tehran and ratchet up the price of engagement;
- Encourage Arab and Muslim states to take tougher stands against Iran, both unilaterally and in regional and international organizations such as the U.N., the Gulf Cooperation Council, and the Organization of the Islamic Conference;
- Take steps to reduce the impact of a global rise in oil prices;
- Invest in the Global Internet Freedom Consortium’s operations to help Internet users evade government censorship;
- Establish a unified U.S. approach by aligning the strategies of the executive and legislative branches;
- Ensure that Moscow will not deliver the S-300 antiaircraft system to Iran;
- Establish a credible military threat in coordination with Israel, possibly by initiating a naval blockade of Iran;
- Intensify the efforts to reduce the capabilities and impact of Iran’s proxies; and
- Establish better ties with the Iranian people, especially the opposition and youth, through indirect engagement such as increased reach of Western media in Iran, confronting Iranian human rights abuses at international forums, and frustrating government censorship of the Internet.

In 1961, Antulio Ramirez Ortiz used a gun to become the first person to hijack a U.S. aircraft. Forty years later, it took only knives for nineteen men to hijack four U.S. aircraft and use them as weapons of mass destruction to murder over 3,000 people. Clearly, weapons in themselves are not the potential enemy but rather the people possessing them. The way to prevent a nuclear Iran, therefore, is to concentrate less on its nuclear program and more on the regime seeking to acquire this capability.
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